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Welcome back to reality! I hope you’ve had an enjoyable 

and restful summer, managed to take some time off, disconnect from the 

pressure cooker of work and recharge your batteries, because the autumn 

ahead is going to be a busy one. 

It’s time to mark dates in your diaries and prepare for a hectic few weeks 

of art events, from biennales and festivals to fairs, residencies and ground-

breaking exhibitions. 

I’m very proud to present this rich and diverse issue to you, filled with 

fantasy, magic and mythology. Things are never quite what they seem 

in the world, hence our theme of ‘Smoke and Mirrors’ through which we 

bring you a myriad of beguiling perspectives as seen through the eyes and 

creative minds of incredible artists from right across the Middle East. 

Why did we choose this theme? When our managing editor Katherine 

Volk first suggested it, I confess to being initially hesitant, thinking it 

would be a challenge to gather enough artists who were able to speak 

convincingly to the concept. But the results have proved quite astonishing, 

as you see find in the pages that follow. We present a blockbuster issue 

full of profiles, interviews and reviews, each exploring the complexities of 

reality through surreal – and sometimes grotesque – encounters, often 

with topsy-turvy humour and a sprinkle of magic dust. 

Some of the talents we are showcasing I have been familiar with for 

years, while others have come as a very exciting surprise. I was thrilled to 

hear about the landmark Parviz Tanavoli show (page 64) in Vancouver, his 

adopted home, and to learn the wise insights of Sarkis in this issue’s How 

I Got Started (page 186). We profile both Ali Cherri (page 144) and Nicky 

Nodjoumi (page 116), their new work as dynamic and compelling as when 

they first started catching our attention. Among the younger generation, 

three artists immediately stand out: Nour El Saleh, Ahaad Alamoudi and  

Zayn Qahtani (pages 112, 128 and 136 respectively). Coincidentally all 

women, they are also the youngest talents we’re featuring in this issue and 

definitely ones to watch. 

 As we all look forward to visiting Istanbul Modern in its splendid new 

building (page 56) and to the next edition of Contemporary Istanbul, there 

is a distinct Turkish flavour to enjoy. We have a profile of Ali Elmacı (page 

98 and on this issue’s cover), reviews of shows featuring Cengiz Çekil (page 

168) and Nazım Ünal Yılmaz (page 160), and a fascinating conversation 

between Kurdish artist Ahmet Öğüt and iLiana Fokianaki, the curator of his 

latest show in Athens (page 86).

In more sorrowful news, we mourn the passing of the great Iranian-

Azerbaijani artist Khosrow Hassanzadeh, whom I had the honour of first 

encountering at Galerie Janine Rubeiz in Beirut in the early 2000s. He 

was a gentleman of wonderful spirit and intelligent wit, his now iconic 

self-portrait installations and Pahlavan series immediately catching the 

attention of gallerists and collectors around the world. I was proud to watch 

him make his way on the international stage and it saddens me that we 

have lost such a great talent. May he rest in eternal peace. I hope you enjoy 

the beautifully written tribute by our editorial assistant Marziah Rashid as 

much as I did (page 92). 

So, I invite you to set your imagination free and discover a creative world 

of beauty and mystery in this Canvas. Don’t forget there’s more at www.

canvasonline.com and read.canvasonline.com, as well as on our social 

media. Happy Reading!

AYK in Venice for the Biennale. © Canvas

@planetalibaba @canvasmag
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BEWARE THE VISITORS 
In his recent New York exhibition Brushman at Harkawik,  

 mixed nightmares with fantasies in a thought-
provoking take on life through painting. 

Words by Osman Can Yerebakan 

Toiletpapier. 2022. Oil on canvas. 50 x 40 cm. Image courtesy of the artist and Harkawik
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REVIEW

Is dreamnesia

York exhibition Brushman at Harkawik (ended 23 July). What lingers 

up with evanescent snippets on the tip of your tongue but unable 

The liquidity of failing remembrance renders anything possible 

idea of painting, stemming from a reference of life but veering away 
to mythical territories through the potential of oil dye seeping into 
the canvas. 

Toiletpapier (2022) captures an oh-so familiar frenzy, an urge so 

paper during the early days of the pandemic. The bouncy rolls hugged 

Old Furniture. 2023. Oil on canvas. 50 x 40 cm.  Image courtesy of the artist and Harkawik
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REVIEW

a catastrophe and the eventual unveiling of the beast inside us in the 
face of a lack. His rapid gesture hints at a race, perhaps to grab as 
many provisions as possible while dodging a hideous virus. In Old 
Furniture (2023) farce is performed autonomously. An upholstered 
nightmare, an otherwise naked man in white socks and black dress 
shoes, is sandwiched between two ruthless couches, their velvet 

folded body is helpless while the tips of shoes poke his eyes. 

we cannot tell, mainly because they escape us like a thief but also 

sometimes because they sound too grotesque when uttered aloud. 
The force of the paintings stems from their rubbing of shoulders with 

challenges, awkward dating app chats, unfathomably violent live 
streams and mouthwatering zucchini pasta recipes all scroll in front of 

are not written but recorded today, paintings can soak them into the 

to possess autonomy. Limbs are bygone, he is helpless over a table, 

Brushman. 2022. Oil on canvas. 50 x 40 cm. Image courtesy of the artist and Harkawik
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and paint brush hybrid is another normal-sized man, perhaps yet 
another painter, hinted by the long and thin paint brush he clutches. A 

The installation of 27 modest-scale paintings in one long continuous 
line inside the rectangular gallery allowed for a full spin. You could 
spiral as fast as possible, until all could blend into a chaotic crescendo, 

feeling innate to painting today. Baby Me (2022) portrays the artist 
when only a few years old, yet with an adult face, holding a paint brush 
in one hand and a pen in the other. A pair of droopy eyes and a foetus-

like position signal an urge to return to ages when responsibilities 
were minuscule and unconditional love was abundant. A hand over 

and control, the man baby solemnly persists. Humiliation turns into 
caress in He Is Fine (2022). A loving snowman hugs a naked blond 

men appear in the back in ambiguous bodily gestures. The ice-cold 
saviour does a peace sign towards the biter while his carrot nose 

REVIEW

He Is Fine. 2022. Oil on canvas. 50 x 40 cm. Image courtesy of the artist and Harkawik
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